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couldn't agree with the reviewer more. i am going to go out on a limb here and say that this is probably
the best 3d film out there. directed by 3d world director asghar farhadi, the premise of the film is that of a
man (farhadi) who is selling his home and selling his two-year-old son for money. it is a compelling story
and one that should and could carry an english-language audience. i just hope it gets distributed more

widely than it did here. one of the great treasures that has suddenly arrived on the market is an agfa 3d
print from the 3d/film director asghar farhadi. it's called three meters above the sky - a film that's

beautifully shot in 3d, set in iran, and directed by mr. farhadi. with this print you can watch it and view it in
3d, which is something that few, if any, other prints of this film allow you to do. yet it's being sold in a print
that's not at all original. i'm telling you this because i want you to understand, perhaps, why there are so
many important films, made as good or even better than this one, that we don't even know about. that

you cannot watch. not because they're going to be banned, or because some copyright geeks decide it's
copyright infringement. but because they're not available. because only a few people have, or even know
about, these kinds of treasures. this print (and the dvd version) is out of print. it's sold through the mail
from europe, and only in the 4k version. russian life has been circulating this film for years (perhaps it's

been part of the 2k version), but it is one of the most beautiful, engaging, and important films of the year,
and one of the best 3d films of all time. if you can find it at all, it's a treasure. this version of the print is in

excellent condition.
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